Quiet Interference
The words “quiet interference” were first uttered by my friend Susan a few years ago while on a road trip to visit
our mutual friend, Char. She shared this seemingly odd reference with me, and I proposed to explore its meaning
through a series of paintings. Charlene offered to present the effort when finished at her gallery. Thereʼs a photo
of the three of us smiling friends positioned under a triangular umbrella taken that same day. Little did I know that
what began as a carefree exploration of this concept would lead me down several unforeseen paths.
The artistic journey began during a vacation to the California vineyards and coastal areas with my husband. Our
photographs allowed me to plot out landscapes on canvas – a sort of open venue for discovering the meaning of
quiet interference. I had been shopping for a book on angels for Susanʼs 50th birthday when word came of her
sudden illness, induced coma, and rather swift passing. My shock and grief pushed me to reflect on the meaning
of quiet interference with a higher intensity. I began to understand it as another plane or atmosphere - sort of like
heaven surrounding us. I positioned a figure within the landscapes to represent an awareness of a loving force of
energy that we cannot see. I incorporated telephone poles and their lines, power lines, and fence posts to
symbolize connectivity to this other plane. I placed road signs and lane dividers to impart a yearning for divine
direction.
The triangular-shaped barn in the landscapes was initially intended to recall the three friends positioned under the
triangular umbrella. But it took on a sorrowful meaning when I was forced to face another loss during the creation
of these paintings. Little did I know that the loss of Susan would help prepare me for the unexpected illness and
death of my mother within the same year. The barn now took on the meaning of an empty shell or vessel – what
our bodies are after death. I clothed the figure in dark grey and limited my palette to solemn tones as I mourned
another loss. There were times when I was unable to proceed. The figure sat and waited. Not to get up and move,
but to receive that quiet interference from another plane and be moved.
I was thankful the day I felt the urge to introduce more color and create textures to portray vibrations of energy on
the canvas. I felt moved to complete the work and renewed to quietly continue the journey down lifeʼs uncertain
paths.
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